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ABSTRACT: The article deals with the analysis of the Kaizen principles so called the continual
itnproving principles. It compares the Japanese and European wiew at the control of the changes. 
Then the article describes the implementation of Kaizen principles in companies. The article thinks 
out the general continual improving principles so called Kaizen principles. 
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1 INTRODUCTION /I 
Today's world is a world of changes. Everything is moving, everything changes. Both the interna! 
and extemal environment of companies changes as well. If a company wants to succeed on the 
market, reach its business targets, it must inevitably adjust its strategies reflecting these changes. The 
innovations represent the main tool for building and maintaining a Jong-term company success in the 
contemporary turbulent environment. The understanding of innovation and change is, however, 
entirely different in the „Westem" and „Japanese" approaches to management, which logically 
determines completely different meaning of innovations and quite different principles of management 
of innovations. On the general · Jeve!, it is possible to show the fundamental contrast in the value 
systems of ,the Japanese and Westem societies if we compare it to the different understanding and 
approach to the management of changes. The Westem -European society has always been oriented 
towards the outcome. Outcome and target has always beeh preferred to the pathway. It is not a 
coincidence that we c�n find many variations and similes ofthe saying: ;;The endjustifies the means" 
in many European languages. The „Eastem" civilisations were more preoccupied by the pathway 
which they saw as more important than its fulfilment. We can still trace these antagonistic views, 
perhaps even more than before, in the recent years despite all the globalization trends. 
2 INNOV A TION - "WESTERN" APPROACH 
In this concept, the innovations are perceived as fundamental changes with the major emphasis on 
technological development or implementation ofthe !atest manager's concepts and technologies. The 
innovation is radical, dramatic and it attracts great attention. The logical consequences of such vast 
changes are, naturally, huge investments. The Westem approach towards innovations is therefore 
especially focused on technologies and money. 
The time tlow of the innovation process is another important aspect. In the Westem approach, 
innovation is understood as. a single-shot, short process. The innovation can be very well compared to 
the function direction on. figure no. I. 
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